
Lesson Plan Pirate Story

Story board resource 
BIC® Kids Evolution® ECOlution® colouring pencil
BIC® Kids Plastidecor® Colouring Crayon
BIC® Kids Twist ball point pen

Print story board resource one per pupil.
Find an existing story that pupils know or make one up appropriate for the difficulty of the class. 

 

 

Key Stage 2

Curriculum Subjects

Learning Objectives

Materials

Teacher Prep

Lesson

Learning Outcomes

To draw and plan six stages of a story and write a short caption 
to describe what’s happening in the story. 

English
Literacy
Art

Learn how to plan a story in six key parts.
Learning how to write short and effective describing sentences. 

Discover Teachers Corner at: www.bickids.co.uk

Starter:
Carpet activity: 
Teacher demonstrate the idea of dividing a story into six key parts (using the existing story or the made up pre-planned 
story). Ensure all the children have an idea in mind and how they will split a story into six parts. Explain they will then need to 
write a short caption for each of the images to describe what is happening in each part of the story. (10 minutes)

Main activity:
1) Table activity: Each child will get an A3 print out of the story board resource, in each section the children will draw their six 
main parts of the story using BIC® Tropicolour 2. (20 minutes)

2) After the story has been drawn the children will then need to write a small caption under each story describing what is 
happening in that section of the story using BIC® Kids Twist learner ball point pen. (10 minutes)

Conclusion:
Carpet activity: Read out at least one story and piece of work and the class help gather some vocabulary (collected on a flip 
chart) to help that pupil to write their story up in the next writing lesson. (10 minutes)

Differentiation:

 colouring pencil

to describe what’s happening in the story. 
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